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Introduction
The wide acceptance of cryptocurrency and
blockchain technology has led to the
development of various innovations and use
cases, with each of these innovations providing
©~¼rÀ }©ùÆÀ Æ¯ ©ÆËÀrÀÆÀǅ ¨¯©ÀÆ
these innovations is the Non-Fungible Token –
NFT. Being developed as an approach for
tokenizing digital assets, NFTs create more value
for items by leveraging blockchain technology.
In essence, NFTs, through the inclusivity of the
blockchain, make it possible for people to sell
their digital content for a worthy economic value
ÕÆ¯ËÆ £¯À© Æ¼ ~¼rÆ¯¼Àǉ ¼ÆÀǅ £Æ¯Ë
NFTs have been in use since 2014, however, it
only broke through the mainstream, disrupting
the art and gaming world and the industries
beyond them in 2021.
TÀ ÕÀ¹¼r r¯¹Æ¯© À ©úË©~ }Û Æ
fact that every NFT has a unique value that
ô¼©ÆrÆÀ¯©¼¯¨r©¯Æ¼ǅ%©~ǀÕ£Æ
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factors, value for others can be highly extrinsic.
In essence, a Jack Dorsey's art could be sold for
$2.9 million upon listing, while another owner
would have to build value for their NFTs through
gaming adventures in order to get it sold for
$1000. This unequal feature, amongst other
features, makes the NFT innovation highly
lucrative.
Over time, various NFT marketplaces have been
developed for trading NFTs and providing

~¯©¯¨~ Ôr£Ë Æ¯ ~¼rÆ¯¼Àǅ %¯ÕÔ¼ǀ r~ ¯
these marketplaces either provides streamlined
or augmented services to NFT creators and
enthusiasts. Even so, existing marketplaces can
Æ¼ ¹¼¯Ô À¹~ù~ ËÀr}£ÆÛ rÆË¼À ¯¼
generic features. While these features are
}©ùÆ© ©ÆËÀrÀÆÀǀ ÆÀ ¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~À
mainly provide static services.
%©~ǀ YÆ£ÆÛ 8 T ¯© Ô£¯¹À Æ ù¼ÀÆ À¯~r£
hybrid NFT marketplace wherein NFT creators
and enthusiasts can launch their NFTs and get
economic value for each sale. The platform
integrates a gaming system wherein users can
play games, build up value for in-game NFTs, and
earn for every game won. Utility NFT Coin
marketplace integrates a community-based
social feature wherein community members can
like and comment on artist collections, and artists
earn rewards for such social validation. Rather
than leverage the platform for only NFT trading,
the platform integrates various dynamic
measures to provide users with more value. Utility
NFT Coin marketplace leverages blockchain
technology to create an inclusively dynamic
platform wherein users do not only trade but also
function as a part of a community that contributes
to the growth of the marketplace

YÆ£ÆÛ8 T¯©Ô£¯¹ÀÆù¼ÀÆÀ¯~r£Û}¼
NFT marketplace wherein NFT creators and
enthusiasts can launch their NFTs and get
economic value for each sale.

OUR MISSION

To be the all-inclusive
decentralized NFT
marketplace where NFT
creators and enthusiasts
can trade high-value
tokenized assets,
access a play2earn
gaming network, and
become a part of an
expansive social
community of NFT
enthusiasts.

Since more NFTs are created, sold,
and bought regularly, their popularity
is becoming widespread, same as its
ËÀr©r¹¹£~rÆ¯©Àr~¼¯ÀÀô¼©Æ
industries.

Non-fungible Tokens
Non-fungible Tokens are encrypted unique digital assets with attributes that can be used to describe their
provenance. They function as tokens representing ownership over a unique digital asset, and each token
contains identifying information recorded in smart contracts. Like cryptocurrencies, they function as
~Ë¼¼©~À ¯ Ôr£Ë r© ~r© } ËÀ Æ¯ Ú~r© Ôr£Ë r~¼¯ÀÀ Ú~r©Àǅ %¯ÕÔ¼ǀ ÆÛ ffer from
cryptocurrencies in that they cannot be replaced or substituted for one another. Every NFT is considered
Æ¯ } ¯©Ǖ¯ǕrǕ¡©ǅ %©~ǀ Õ£ ¯© Æ¼Ë¨ ~r© } ¼¹£r~ ¯¼ r©¯Æ¼ À©£ Æ¼Ë¨ǀ ¯©
CryptoPunk NFT cannot be replaced for another NFT. The value of NFTs is determined by both intrinsic and
ÚÆ¼©À~ r~Æ¯¼Àǅ À ÀË~ǀ ÆÛ r¼ ~¯©À¼ Æ¯ } £Û À¹~Ë£rÆÔ Ær£ rÀÀÆÀǅ ÀÀ ¼¯¨
speculative value, the value of an NFT is also dependent on the credibility of the digital artist, the nature of
the art, the story of the artwork, the integrated rarity, and its use cases (optional). Non-fungible tokens are
shared on the blockchain network, which ensures that their history is recorded and visible to everyone.
Since blockchain technology is impossible to alter, editing or removing the data is also impossible. Since
the wide adoption of NFTs, thousands of them have been developed, with some being sold at a very high
¼rÆÕ£¯Æ¼Àr¼À¯£rÆr£¯Õ¼rÆǅ~~¯¼©Æ¯¼Æ©ÆǀHr¡ǉÀǉT7¼ǉÀ¯£¯¼¨¯¼Ær©ǢƀŸǅſ
¨££¯©©~¨}¼ŹŷŹŸǀ¨r¡©ÆÆ}ÀÆ8 Tr¼ÆÕ¯¼¡Àr£ǅ%¯ÕÔ¼ǀ¯Ô¼żŷȀ¯r££8 TÀr£Àr¼
below $200, with some being valued at no price.

Non-Fungible
Token Statistics
NFT can be traced way back beyond its 2017
outburst on the Ethereum Blockchain.
%¯ÕÔ¼ǀ ¼¹¯¼ÆÀ ¼¯¨ ŹŷŸž ©~rÆ Æ
geometric progression in its sales – started
ÕÆ Ÿŷŷ Àr£À © r Õ¡ Æ¯ Ÿżǀŷŷŷ r© Ô©
żŷǀŷŷŷ Àr£À ÕÆ© r Õ¡ǅ T ÀË}À~Æ¯¼
recorded another massive increment in its
sales between 2019 to 2020, wherein about
ſŷǀŷŷŷ 8 TÀ Õ¼ À¯£ r~ Õ¡ǅ 7¯¼
projects are being created daily to increase
the level of transactions on its marketplaces.
~~¯¼© Æ¯ KËÆ¼Àǀ Æ ¨r¼¡Æ ÀÆ¯¼Û ¯
8¯©Ǖ Ë©}£Or£ÀÆr£¨¯ÀÆǢŹż}££¯©©JŻ
ŹŷŹŸǀÆËÀÚ~©ÆÀÔr£ËrÀ¯JŸŹŷŹŸǅ
Since more NFTs are created, sold, and
bought regularly, their popularity is becoming
widespread, same as its use and application
across diff¼©Æ ©ËÀÆ¼Àǅ ~~¯¼© Æ¯
statistics, between the second quarter and
the third quarter of the year 2021, the global
Æ¼r©Ô¯£Ë¨¯8 Tr©~¼rÀÆ¯žŷŻȀǀ
with the Ethereum blockchain alone raking in
¯Ô¼ǢŻŷŷ¨££¯©rÀ8 TÆ¼r©Ô¯£Ë¨ǅ ÛJŸ
2021, reports revealed that1 the $41 billion
value of cryptocurrency had been spent in
different NFT marketplaces, with the possibility
¯ÆÔr£Ë©~¼rÀ©}ÛJŻŹŷŹŹǅ

While NFTs are represented in various
sectors, the art and the gaming sectors
have experienced high NFT trading volume
© Æ ¹rÀÆ ¨¯©ÆÀǅ ~~¯¼© Æ¯
8¯©Ë©}£ǀ Ÿǀżźžǀſƀƀ 8 T r¼Æ Àr£À Õ¼
¨r }ÆÕ© >~Æ¯}¼ Ÿż r© 8¯Ô¨}¼
ŸżǀŹŷŹŸǅ ÛJŻŹŷŹŸǀrÆ¯Ær£¯¯Ô¼ŸŸ¨££¯©
NFT art sales were made. Even so, there are
thousands of NFT games in circulation, with
each of the games creating thousands of
corresponding NFTs. There may have been
more attention on art NFT, but gaming NFTs
still remains one of the most lucrative
investments in the marketplace, and this is
as a result of the usability features of the
NFTs in games and the corresponding value
of each.

Utility NFT Coin marketplace is an
integrative platform wherein NFT creators
and enthusiasts buy and sell NFTs. The
platform functions as an augmented
marketplace wherein artists of various
niches can tokenize their content and get
excellent economic value!

Utility NFT Coin
Social Marketplace
Utility NFT Coin marketplace is an integrative platform wherein NFT
creators and enthusiasts buy and sell NFTs. The platform functions as
an augmented marketplace wherein artists of various niches can
tokenize their content and get excellent economic value!

Utility NFT Coin Marketplace
Utility NFT Coin marketplace is an integrative platform wherein NFT creators, and enthusiasts buy and sell
8 TÀǅ T ©~£ËÀÔ ¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~ ¹¼¯ÔÀ r¼ÆÀÆÀ r© ~¯©Æ©Æ ~¼rÆ¯¼À ¯¹¹¯¼ÆË©ÆÀ Æ¯ ¯}Ær© ù©r©~r£
remuneration for their works. The platform functions as an augmented marketplace wherein artists of
various niches can tokenize their content and get worthy economic value. In essence, a comic artist has the
same rights as every other artist in the marketplace. Every NFT in the marketplace has both intrinsic and
ÚÆ¼©À~ Ôr£Ëǀ À¯ Æ Ôr£Ë À ©¯Æ ~¯©ÀÆr©Æǅ %©~ǀ Æ ¹£rÆ¯¼¨ ©Æ¼rÆÀ r }© rÆË¼ Õ¼©
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The NFT will be owned by the highest NFT bidder at the end of the bidding cycle.
ÀÀ¼¯¨Æ}©rÆË¼ǀÆ¹£rÆ¯¼¨r£À¯©Æ¼rÆÀrùÚ¹¼~rÆË¼Õ¼©r¼ÆÀÆÀ~r©ÀÆr
ùÚ¹¼~¯¼Æ¼8 TÀǅ~~ÀÀ}£ÆÛÆ¯Æ¼¯ÆÀrÆË¼ÀÀ¹©©Æ¯©Æ8 T~¯©Æ©Æ~¼rÆ¯¼ǅ
For every NFT sold in the marketplace, the creative artist retains the copyright to it and has the right to claim
royalties in the future when the digital asset is sold to another person. The Utility NFT Coin marketplace
integrates the NFT royalty system to enable the original creator of an asset to get fees in the event of a new
Àr£ǅ%©~ǀrÆ¼Æù¼ÀÆÆ¯¡©Àr£ǀÆ~¼rÆ¯¼Õ££r¼©ŸŷȀ¼¯¨Ô¼ÛËÆË¼Àr£ǅÀÀË~ǀ~¼rÆ¯¼Àr¼
able to establish life-long passive income streams for their creation.
ÀÀ ¼¯¨ ¼~Æ ¹Ë¼~rÀ ¼¯¨ ~¼rÆ¯¼À © Æ ¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~ǀ 8 T ¯£¼À Õ¯ ¹Ë¼~rÀ 8 TÀ ¼¯¨
~¼rÆ¯¼À~r©£ÀÆÆÆ¯¡©¯©Æ¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~r©À££ÆrÆr¼¹¼~Æ¯r©¯Æ¼}ËÛ¼ǅ%¯ÕÔ¼ǀË©£¡
the creator-buyer relationship wherein creators earn royalties, the 'buyer-buyer' trade process does not
integrate a royalty system. In essence, sellers only have the basic rights to possession, to sell, or to gift the
item, and immediately the tokens are sold, the collector loses all these rights.
~ÆÔÆÀ © Æ YÆ£ÆÛ 8 T ¯© ¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~ r¼ ~¯©Æ¼¯££ }Û À¨r¼Æ ~¯©Æ¼r~ÆÀǅ T À¨r¼Æ ~¯©Æ¼r~ÆÀ
execute transactions initiated and ensure that details of ownership for every sale and purchase are
updated on the blockchain. Trade points in the marketplace are unique and authentic, and every
transaction is securely executed.

Features of the Utility
NFT Coin Marketplace
The Utility NFT Coin marketplace integrates features that enable
users to make seamless transactions on the platform.
NFT Create: The Utility NFT Coin marketplace is accessible to
Ô¼Û~¼rÆ¯¼ǅ%©~ǀÆ8 T¼rÆrÆË¼ÕrÀ©Æ¼rÆÆ¯
provide digital artists with an easy way to create NFTs. The
marketplace erases the complexity attached to creating and
listing NFTs, NFT collections, and contract on previously existing
marketplaces by integrating the NFTCreate feature. To leverage
this feature, creators will be required to pay a minting fee in the
Utility NFT Coin platform.

Create your NFT
Choose a unique name for your NFT
Describe your NFT – This section is included to provide other
marketplace users with information about the uniqueness of the
NFT. For instance, the NFT could be a useful tool for augmenting
gaming experiences.
Indicate the NFT Properties – These attributes may include
color, shape, type, mood, etc
Indicate a collection for the NFT
Connect an acceptable wallet – The Utility NFT Coin (UNC) will
} Æ r~~¹Ær}£ ~¯© ¯¼ ¨©Æ©ǅ %©~ǀ Æ Õr££Æ ¨ËÀÆ
contain an amount of the coin.
NFT Trade: The trading feature enables marketplace users to buy
and sell NFTs from the list of available collections. Collectors in
the platform can either hold the purchased NFT, sell it to another
buyer or leverage the NFT as an in-game asset in any of the listed
games in the ecosystem.

Purchase NFT
Click on the Utility NFT Coin marketplace to get an overview of
all the NFTs listed for sale
Click on an NFT for purchase – Every NFT include descriptions
and details of the creator
Click on the 'place an offer' option or 'purchase the NFT for the
listed offer' option – If you place an offer, the creator may
decide to accept, decline or counter. If you purchase directly,
the transaction will be set for execution
Æ¼ ~£~¡© ¯© Æ ¹Ë¼~rÀ ¯¹Æ¯©ǀ accept or reject the
transaction on your wallet through the pop-up message

To Purchase an NFT
Confirm the transaction for immediate execution Get
notification of the new purchase

NFT Swap
The Utility NFT Coin marketplace integrates a Play-2-Earn feature
wherein users play any of the games integrated into the platform
in order to earn rewards. The game includes several metrics that
ensure that only the most-skilled and tactical player wins the
game. While skills can be boosted through practice, some of the
tactics required in each of the games require certain NFT
in-game assets. These in-game assets do not only augment the
gaming process, but also determine the player's end result.
Sometimes, gamers can earn in-game assets, and other times,
ÆÛ ¨Æ ©¯Æ Æ Æ ¼Æ ¯© ¼»Ë¼ Æ¯ Õ©ǅ %©~ǀ Æ
marketplace integrates the NFTSwap, wherein users can swap
NFTs to augment their play2earn gaming process. The Swap
feature integrates peer-to-peer trading that enables two users
in the platform to swap their tokens without transaction fees.

%©~ǀ¼rÆ¼Ær©¹£rÛ¨¯¼£Ô£À¯¼¯Ë¼À©¯¼¼Æ¯Ær¼r¼©Ǖr¨Æ¨Æ¯~¯¨¹£ÆÆr¨ǀÆ
gamer can either buy the rare item or trade for it in the open market with another player. The gamer can
Æ¼rÆ¼Ær£Æ¨ÀÕÆË©»Ë£Û©Æùr}£Ôr£ËÀ©Ú~r©¯¼ÆÆ¨ÆÛ©¼¯¨ÆÀ££¼ǅ
The NFTSwap makes the gaming world more accessible by providing possibilities for accessing services
that are otherwise unavailable. While various factors, including speculations, determine the economic
worth of an NFT, the seller will be able to determine if the NFTs the buyer is willing to swap are worth the rare
item. NFTSwap makes transactions easy by enabling gamers to make transactions without the need to pay
transaction fees.
Much more, the NFTSwap gives gamers the sovereign right to their in-game assets, thus enabling them to
operate as they wish. Gamers have the sovereign right to sell their in-game assets for immediate economic
value, swap them in a trade, or gift it to another user. Unlike the restrictive features of traditional gaming
platforms, the play2earn gaming integrated into the Utility NFT Coin marketplace allows the use of the swap
feature to enable gamers to control their assets, win games, broaden the gaming ecosystem and make
long-term passive income.

NFT Staking
The NFTStaking feature is integrated into the marketplace to give users more earnings. This feature enables
Æ¯¡©¯£¼ÀÆ¯ÀÆr¡r©8 TÆ¯¼~ÔÆY8Æ¯¡©Àǅ%©~ǀÀ¨£r¼Æ¯ÆÆ¼rÆ¯©r£ÀÆr¡©ÀÛÀÆ¨ǀ
token holders lock their assets in the platform in order to receive rewards based on the annual percentage
Û£Hir©Æ©Ë¨}¼¯8 TÀÀÆr¡ǅ££Æ¼¯ËÆÀÆr¡©¹¼¯ǀÆËÀ¼~r©©¯ÆÀ££Æ¼8 TÀǅ
Tokens earned as rewards in the platform can be used to purchase in-game items or pieces of art.

%¯Õ¯À8 TOÆr¡©}©ùÆ
users in the Marketplace?
The majority of NFT holders leave their tokens in their wallets with the hope that the tokens will increase in
Ôr£Ë ¯Ô¼Æ¨ǅ Ë¼© ÆÀ ÕrÆ© ¹¼¯ǀ Æ ¯£¼ r©À ©¯Æ©ǅ %¯ÕÔ¼ǀ Æ ©Æ¼rÆÔ ÀÆr¡©
feature can be leveraged to put tokens to work for an added return. NFT holders get rewards depending
on the proportion of the total pool, while the staking process compels more people to participate in the
marketplace and increases the demand for more stakable tokens. Users can sell their reward tokens in
exchange for immediate economic value or use them to mint more NFTs in the marketplace.

Staking interest table

7 Days

TBD

źŷrÛÀ

TBD

90 Days

TBD

The innovative usability measure of non-fungible
tokens spans across various industries, with
r~¨rÀË¼¹¼¯Ô©r£Ô£¯}©ùÆÀ
Æ¯¯£¼ÀǅT¨¯ÀÆ©¯Ær}£©úË©~¯8 TÀÀ
in the gaming industry, with particular emphasis
on the Play-2-Earn NFT gaming software.

Non-Fungible Tokens in The Gaming Industry
Tr¨©©ËÀÆ¼ÛrÀ}~¯¨rÆ¯¹©ËÀÆ¼ÛËÆ¯Æ©úË©~¯©¯©ǕË©}£Æ¯¡©ÀǅH¼¯¼
Æ¯ 8 TÀǀ r¨À Õ¼ ¯©£Û ¹£rÛ }Û ¹ £¯Ô¼À ÕÆ ©¯ ¼Õr¼À r¼©ǅ %¯ÕÔ¼ǀ }£¯~¡~r©
introduces a play2earn approach wherein players can get rewards for games played in a gaming
network. Non-fungible tokens change the gaming system by making NFTs function as rewards for
Õ©©¼À©rr¨©¹£rÆ¯¼¨ǅÀÀË~ǀ8 T©ÆËÀrÀÆÀ©Æ¼ÀÆ©8 TÀ}ËÆ~r©©¯Ærfford one can
¹£rÛr¨ÀÆ¯¯Õ©8 TÀ¼£Ûǅ¨¯©ÀÆ¯Æ¼ÀǀÆÀ8 TÀ¼¹¼À©Æ©Ǖr¨rÀÀÆÀǑr~~ÀÀ¯¼Àǀ
car parts, weapons, and avatars), gaming characters, and winning rewards. Players can own them or
leverage them to build passive wealth while also getting thrilled by playing the game. Non-fungible
tokens take the possibility to buy and sell gaming tokens are affordable cost while also bringing in
the ever0growing gamers community towards an NFT marketplace.
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Play2Earn Model – NFT Gaming Software
The traditional gaming industry is one of the fastest-growing entertainment industry sectors. The
constant demand for games has increased the market valuation of the industry over the years.
Traditional gaming platforms are centralized and controlled by developers. Not only do these
developers solely develop rules for gamers, but they also compel gamers to upgrade to the latest
Ô¼À¯©ÀÕÆùrÆ~Ë¼¼©~ÀǅY8©ÆùÀÆÆ©¼r©¯Æ8 T©r¨©©ËÀÆ¼Ûr©
develops a Play2Earn Gaming software that allows organizations to incentivise their games with
UNC token.

UNC ecosystem also have a qr crypto
¹rÛ¨©ÆrÆÕrÛ¯¼À££¼À¯ô¼©
instant settlement

TYÆ£ÆÛ¯©8 T¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~ÀÆù¼ÀÆ
decentralized NFT marketplace to integrate a
social community wherein NFT enthusiasts,
collectors, creators and investors can share their
ideas and community about non-fungible
tokens.

Features of the Social Community
NewsFeed: Every artist in the community will have the right to upload their collections in the newsfeed, and
other members will be able to view the collections
Social Space: The social space is a discussion group where community members can join to discuss
corresponding trends
Notifications: This feature is integrated to provide members with updates regarding the platform or
©ÀÆ¼Ë~Æ¯©À¼r¼©ÆÆ¼¨¯ËÀǅYÀ¼À¯££¯Õ©~¼Ær©r¼ÆÀÆÀÕ££r£À¯¼~Ô©¯Æù~rÆ¯©ÀÕ©Æ
artist adds to their collections
Like and Comment: Community members will be able to like and comment on interesting art collections. This
social validation by members will be used to determine good artworks.

Community Rewards
À ¼¯¨ Æ ¹Ë}£~ÆÛ ~¼rÆ¯¼À Æ }Û r© Æ¼ ~¯££~Æ¯©À Æ¯ Æ¼ r~~¯Ë©ÆÀ ¯© Æ À¯~r£ ¨r
¹£rÆ¯¼¨ǀ~¼rÆ¯¼Àr£À¯¼~Ô¼Õr¼ÀǅO¯~r£Ôr£rÆ¯©À¡ÛÆ¯ÆÀËÀÆr©r}£ÆÛ¯Æ~¯¨¨Ë©ÆÛǅÀÀË~ǀ
creators with incredible works who receive a high amount of likes and comments from community members will
ÆÆ¼~¯££~Æ¯©À¨©Æ¯¼¼ǅ%¯ÕÔ¼ǀÆ¹£rÆ¯¼¨Õ££r¼©ŹǅżȀ¯©r~Àr£¯Æ~¯££~Æ¯©ÀǅÀ
such, creators do not need to source funds before minting their tokens in the marketplace. By receiving social
validation, they can get their collections listed for free.
The Utility NFT Coin social community integrates some restrictive measures to erase the possibility of (likes and
~¯¨¨©ÆÀǒ ¨r©¹Ë£rÆ¯© r© Ô Ô¼Û r¼ÆÀÆ r© »Ër£ ¼Æ Æ¯ r~~ÀÀ ÆÀ }©ùÆÀǅ 7Ë~ ¨¯¼ǀ ÆÀ
restrictive measures are integrated to ensure that the social validation metric is real and transparent.

Community Rewards Measure for Creators

• Only NFT holders in the community can like/comment – Although anyone can access the social community, only
NFT holders can like/comment on a collection.

• Only 5 to 10 artists will be eligible for rewards every month
• Likes and Comments on new NFT collections for rewards eligibility will span within 28days. In essence, after the
28th day, likes and comments on this collection will no longer be considered a part of the decision-making
process.

The restrictive measure erases the possibility of fake social validation and reduces the amount of money the
ecosystem would have to spend on free minting.

Decentralized
Exchange
The Utility Coin NFT marketplace decentralized exchange platform is
an all-inclusive peer-to-peer cryptocurrency marketplace wherein
users exchange their cryptocurrency holdings without a third party or
an intermediary. Participating traders initiate the trade, and the smart
contract automatically executes the transaction.

The Utility Coin NFT marketplace decentralized exchange platform is
an all-inclusive peer-to-peer cryptocurrency marketplace wherein
users exchange their cryptocurrency holdings without a third party or
an intermediary. Participating traders initiate the trade, and the smart
contract automatically executes the transaction.

Why Leverage Utility Coin NFT DEX

Technology
Blockchain Technology
Blockchain technology is an encrypted shared public ledger that keeps record of transactions across a
~r© ¯ r ¹¼ǕÆ¯Ǖ¹¼ ©ÆÕ¯¼¡ǅ r~ Æ¼r©Àr~Æ¯© ¯ Æ ©ÆÕ¯¼¡ À Ô¼ù }Û Æ ¯Õ©¼ǉÀ Ær£
signature such that it is safe and prevented from alterations. Blockchain technology mainly runs on the
}£¯~¡ r© ©¯À ©ÆÆÀǅ %©~ǀ Õ© r ËÀ¼ ©ÆrÆÀ r Æ¼r©Àr~Æ¯© ¯© Æ }£¯~¡~r© ©ÆÕ¯¼¡ǀ Æ
technology creates a block to represent that transaction. Then, the details of the transaction are
broadcasted over the nodes for transaction authorization. Immediately the nodes authorize the
transaction, the block is added to previously existing blocks as a new block of data on the decentralized
ledger, and the details are stored across the ledger, thus preventing the possibilities of manipulation or
hacks. The uniqueness of blockchain technology is this decentralized ledger. It prevents fraudulent
activities and allows for transparent yet unalterable digital transactions. Unlike centralized networks, this
feature provides optimum security, privacy, and reliability. Blockchain technology has high resistance to
suspicious activities because of shared communication and distributed processing. Over time, several
blockchains have been developed, with each blockchain providing high-ended usability features for
users. Utility NFT Coin leverages the Binance Smart Chain to provide unrestrictive access to its highly
scalable ecosystem while facilitating a means wherein users can pay extremely low fees for transactions
executed.

Binance Smart Chain
Binance Smart Chain is an open-source blockchain that runs in parallel with the non-custodial Binance
Smart Chain. It is an Ethereum Virtual Machine compatible blockchain that also integrates smart contract
functionality, thus facilitating the creation of interoperable decentralized applications. By being EVM
compatible, Binance Smart Chain, developers can also port their project from the Ethereum mainnet to
Binance Smart Chain without rigidity. Binance Smart Chain helps to make DeFi affordable by providing a
higher gas block limit while also making transactions faster than Ethereum. Unlike the majority of existing
}£¯~¡~r©Àǀ ©r©~O¨r¼Ær©£Ô¼rÀÆH¼¯¯¯OÆr¡ËÆ¯¼ÆÛ¯©À©ÀËÀ£¯¼Æ¨Æ¯r~Ô
źÀ~¯©À}£¯~¡Æ¨r©r~£ÆrÆ£ÛÀ~r£r}£~©Æ¼r£àr¹¹£~rÆ¯©ÀǅT}£¯~¡~r©¼Ë©ÀrËr£
architecture protocol which enables it to seamlessly transfer assets from one blockchain to another. In
essence, the dual architecture feature introduces users to a vast network that is easily accessible with
tokens across other networks. Utility NFT Coin leverages Binance Smart for the deployment of its NFT
marketplace and the integrative features due to the chain's ability to enable high transaction speed, low
gas fees, and cross-chain compatibility

Gig service Platform
UNC develops an online marketplace for freelance services. UNC Gig service
À¼ÔÀÆ¯r££¯Õ£ÀÆ©r©r¹¹£Û©¯¼À¨r££¯©Ǖ¯ô ¯}Àǀ¯¼Àǀ¯©£©ǅ/¯}À
listed on the platform are diverse in nature. Freelancers work in a variety of
Õ¯¼¡¹£r~Àǀ ¼r©© ¼¯¨ ¯¨ Æ¯ ¯õ~ǅ Y8 ! À¼ÔÀ rÀ Ǖ~¯¨¨¼~
platform to freelancers and companies to sell their services by using their gigs.
The pricing of Gigs depends on how much a seller earns per completed task.

UNC NFT marketplace builds its
tokens on two token standards to
©r}£ô~ÆÔ¯¹¼rÆ¯©À¯r~
token type in the platform.

Token Standard
BEP-721 Token Standard
BEP-721 is a BSC token standard that supports the creation of
NFTs. It makes every NFT unique, thus ensuring that no NFT is
replaced for another. Each BEP721 token exists as a unique
Æ¯¡©ÕÆÀ¹~ù~¨ÆrrÆrǅTÆ¯¡©ÀÆr©r¼r££¯ÕÀËÀ¼À
to transfer and trade their tokens for the market value based
on the utility or rarity of the token. The ecosystem will work
ÕÆ ©¯Ær}£ r¼ÆÀÆÀ Æ¯ ~¼rÆ Æ ù¼ÀÆ }rÆ~ ¯ ~r¼ 8 TÀ r©
car part NFTs to enable users to participate in the games. This
ù¼ÀÆ}rÆ~Õ££}rÔr£r}£Ë¼©ÆH¼Àr£r©HË}£~Àr£ǅ
Then, as the marketplace is launched for accessibility, external
creators will be able to mint more relatable collections for
users to leverage. Non-fungible tokens created by the
in-house artists are built on the BEP721 token, which makes
the tokens highly interoperable across various networks

Utility NFT Coin – BEP20 Token Standard
The Utility NFT coin is built on the BEP20 token standard to
provide holders with fast transaction speed and effective
deployment. The token standard has similar functions as the
KŹŷǅÀÀË~ǀÆYÆ£ÆÛ8 T¯©}Ë£Æ¯©Æ~r©rÀ£Û}
used across various cryptocurrency networks.
The Utility NFT Coin (UNC) is the underlying native coin that
powers all transactions in the Unsea.io NFT marketplace. In
essence, access to the majority of the services provided by
the ecosystem will only be given through token ownership.
The UNC token will also function as the rewards token in the
platform.

Token Details & Distribution
T>T2OYHH2i
UTILITY NFT COIN

WL PRIVATE SALE

2 billion
1.33 million/BNB

SOFT CAP

HARD CAP

SOFT CAP

HARD CAP

800 BNBs

1500 BNBs

PRESALE

4.4 billion
1.257 million/BNB

10%
STAKING
2 BILLION

10%
GAMING
2 BILLION

10%
MARKETING
2 BILLION

1500 BNBs

10%
ECOSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
2 BILLION

3500 BNBs

28%
LIQUIDITY POOL
5.6 BILLION
1.12 MILLION/BNB

The development token will be divided between the team and will be locked for 2 years.

On Buy & On Sell
8% USDT rewards
ǑrÀ¼ú~Æ¯©Àǒ

10% USDT rewards
ǑrÀ¼ú~Æ¯©Àǒ

2% Buyback and Burn

3% Buyback and Burn

5% Liquidity

5% Liquidity

3% Marketing

2% Marketing

18% Tax

20% Tax

Details on Buys
www.unsea.io

Details on O££s
www.unsea.io

Prior to fully deploy ing the decentralized exchange in the marketplace, UNC aims to partner withPancakeswap
r© Æ¨r¼Æ¯¼£rË©~©ǅ%©~ǀr¹r¼Æ¯Ær¨¯Ë©ÆÀÆrÀ¯¼£»ËÆÛÕ££}ËÀ©ÆÀÚ~r©À
for easy trading,

K>7H
JŸŹŷŹŹ
Whitepaper Creation Smart Contract for UNC Website Launch – V1 Launch Social Media Setup
7r¼¡Æ¹£r~H¼¯Æ¯ÆÛ¹© TOÆr¡©8 TOÆr¡©ËÆÕÆ¼Æ¡¯¨¹¼©ÀÔËÆÕÆ
Soken IDO 1 live

JŹŹŷŹŹ
Website Upgrade Marketplace V1 Launch Gig Service V1 launch Collaborate with Major
H£rÆ¯¼¨Àǋ¯¨¨Ë©ÆÀ Æ¨r¼Æ2ÀÆ©Y¹£ÔO¹r~!ÔrÕrÛÀr©7r¼¡Æ©8 T2rË©~¼¼¯¹À
!ÔrÕrÛÀr©7r¼¡Æ©Ǒ©'©¹¼¯¼ÀÀǒ¯¨¨Ë©ÆÛ!¼¯ÕÆ7r©r¼À'©úË©~¼¨r¼¡Æ©i¯ËÆË}
reviewers Press releases and social outreach Website Upgrade (In progress) Marketplace V1 Launch
Collaborate with Major Platforms/Communities DEX V2 Launch

JźŹŷŹŹ
7r¼¡Æ¹£r~bŹ2rË©~H£rÛŹr¼©H'bŸ£rË©~

JŻŹŷŹŹ
Seller Payment Gateway V1 More Premium Listings

MILESTONES
JŸŹŷŹŹ

JŹŹŷŹŹ

Whitepaper Creation

Website Upgrade

Smart Contract for UNC

Marketplace V1 Launch

Website Launch – V1 Launch
Social Media Setup
Marketplace Prototyping

Gig Service V1 launch
Collaborate with Major Platforms/Communities
Bitmart Listing
Uplive Space Giveaways and Marketing

NFT Staking
Comprehensive Audit with Soken

NFT Launch
Airdrops Giveaways and Marketing (in Inprogress)

Gig service platform prototyping
Dex platform V1 Launch
IDO 1 Live

Community Growth Managers
Influencer marketing
Youtube reviewers
Press releases and social outreach
Marketplace V1 Launch
Collaborate with Major Platforms/Communities
DEX V2 Launch

Growth Rate
We have drafted a potentials user growth rate for both of our high potentials
solutions Gig servce and social NFT marketplace
Ú¹~ÆYÀ¼!¼¯Õ¼rÆ¯¼%Û}¼
social NFT Marketplace

Expected User Growh rate for Gig
service Platform
New User

Retaining users

Total users

July 2022

żŷŷŷ

---

żŷŷŷ

12000

ËËÀÆŹŷŹŹ

żŷŷŷ

żŷŷŷ

12000

12000

22000

September 2022

żŷŷŷ

12000

17000

10000

22000

źŹŷŷŷ

October 2022

žżŷŷ

17000

ŹŻżŷŷ

October 2022

12000

źŹŷŷŷ

44000

November 2022

žżŷŷ

ŹŻżŷŷ

źŹŷŷŷ

November 2022

12000

44000

żŽŷŷŷ

December 2022

ſŷŷŷ

źŹŷŷŷ

40000

December 2022

12000

żŽŷŷŷ

Žſŷŷŷ

/r©Ër¼ÛŹŷŹź

ſżŷŷ

40000

Żſżŷŷ

/r©Ër¼ÛŹŷŹź

Ÿżŷŷŷ

Žſŷŷŷ

ſźŷŷŷ

9000

Żſżŷŷ

ſźŷŷŷ

Ÿżŷŷŷ

ſźŷŷŷ

ƀſŷŷŷ

7r¼~ŹŷŹź

9000

żžżŷŷ

ŽŽżŷŷ

7r¼~ŹŷŹź

Ÿżŷŷŷ

ƀſŷŷŷ

ŸŸźŷŷŷ

¹¼£ŹŷŹź

10000

ŽŽżŷŷ

žŽżŷŷ

¹¼£ŹŷŹź

Ÿżŷŷŷ

ŸŸźŷŷŷ

ŸŹſŷŷŷ

7rÛŹŷŹź

10000

žŽżŷŷ

ſŽżŷŷ

7rÛŹŷŹź

Ÿżŷŷŷ

ŸŹſŷŷŷ

ŸŻźŷŷŷ

/Ë©ŹŷŹź

10000

ſŽżŷŷ

ƀŽżŷŷ

/Ë©ŹŷŹź

Ÿżŷŷŷ

ŸŻźŷŷŷ

Ÿżſŷŷŷ

/Ë£ÛŹŷŹź

10000

ƀŽżŷŷ

ŸŷŽżŷŷ

New User

Retaining users

Total users

June 2022

żŷŷŷ

---

żŷŷŷ

July 2022

7000

żŷŷŷ

ËËÀÆŹŷŹŹ

10000

September 2022

}¼Ër¼ÛŹŷŹź

}¼Ër¼ÛŹŷŹź

Revenue projections
Revenue streams/weightage
NFT Marketplace transaction charges

ŹŷȀ

Gig service transaction fee

ŸŷȀ

P2E Gaming set up and charges

ŸŷȀ

Seller Payment Gateway Charges

ŸŷȀ

DEX fees

ŸŷȀ

Ô¼ÆÀ©À

ŸżȀ

Gig service premium

ŸŷȀ

Marketplace auction charges

ŸżȀ

Team
bſſź2

2'

H'8Tǌ0KYPTO

MIC0

078J

UNCLE NFT

7O2O%

T2 BO J0

!2>bE

HHO7'T%

Lead Engineer/Game Engineer

Game rchitect/Lead

Developer

Developer/Blockchain

Marketing Manager

Project manager

Financial Ôisor

The Great ¼Æist

źD rtist

Vice President of product

Conclusion
YÆ£ÆÛ8 T¯©ÀÆù¼ÀÆÀ¯~r£Û}¼8 T¨r¼¡Æ¹£r~Æ¯©Æ¼rÆr©r££Ǖ©~£ËÀÔÛ©r¨~¨Æ¼~ÆrÆ
enables every NFT enthusiast to get more value for their interest in NFTs. The opensource, decentralized
marketplace integrates features that augment user experiences while also functioning as a measure for
sustainable passive income. Unlike existing platforms wherein enthusiasts and creators only buy and sell,
Utility NFT Coin Ecosystem functions as a community of NFT lovers. Beyond buying and selling, everyone
gets to discuss with like minds while also giving more exposure to creative NFT creators. Utility NFT Coin
revolutionizes the NFT industry by integrating features that promote expansion.

KYC
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SMART CONTRACT AUDIT
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In case of any queries please reachout to

